
Chapter 6325 

 

Facing Steve’s question, Charlie just smiled slightly, without comment or answer. 

 

The reason why Helena could let Steve’s father Simon reduce the time of building 

the AI model, 

 

From one or two years to one month was because of the right to buy half of the 

Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill. 

 

As long as Simon completed the construction of the AI model within the specified 

time, 

 

He would be eligible to buy half of the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill for 

50 billion US dollars, 

 

Which was the most attractive condition for him. 

 

So Simon used all the resources he could use to make this impossible thing 

possible. 

 

With his enthusiasm for blood-dispersing and Heart Saving Pills, 

 

He would definitely go to Northern Europe in person, deliver the AI model to 

Helena in person, 

 



Then, immediately buy half of the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill. 

 

Charlie could even conclude that he would take the Blood Dispersing and Heart 

Saving Pill on the spot after getting it, 

 

And would never hesitate for even a second. 

 

However, for Steve, this was not good news. 

 

The more pills his father got, the longer his life would be, 

 

And the slimmer his chance of inheriting the family would be. 

 

At this moment, Charlie looked at Steve, 

 

Picked up the wine glass, and said with a smile: 

 

“Come on, Steve, you are leaving today, I toast you a glass.” 

 

Steve saw that Charlie had changed the subject, 

 

And knew that the situation was similar to what he guessed. 

 

He sighed softly, stood up very respectfully, 

 



And raised the wine glass at the same time, and said piously: 

 

“Mr. Wade, you are polite, I toast to you!” 

 

After that, he raised his head and drank a glass of Moutai. 

 

Charlie nodded, motioned Orvel to fill Steve’s glass, 

 

And then raised the glass again, smiling: 

 

“Come on, deepen it!” 

 

“Deepen it?” 

 

Steve was a little stunned, 

 

And didn’t understand what Charlie meant by deepening it. 

 

Charlie smiled and said, 

 

“We Chinese people say that feelings are in wine.” 

 

“To deepen one, just have another glass to deepen the feelings.” 

 



“Oh!” 

 

Steve suddenly understood and smiled, 

 

“So this is what deepening means!” 

 

“Then it must be deepened, Mr. Wade, deepening one is not enough, deepen 

two!” 

 

Charlie smiled and said, 

 

“No problem, two is two.” 

 

Although Steve’s alcohol tolerance is average, 

 

He was willing to give it a try. 

 

He drank two glasses in a row before sitting back in his seat. 

 

Steve was already a little embarrassed at this time, 

 

Charlie asked him with a smile: 

 

“By the way, Steve, you have been in Aurous Hill for so long this time,” 

 



“How do you feel?” 

 

Steve said without hesitation: 

 

“Mr. Wade, Aurous Hill is indeed a good place,” 

 

“I will definitely come often in the future.” 

 

“I said before that I would invest in Aurous Hill,” 

 

“And I will definitely do what I said.” 

 

“I may have to come to bother you often in the future.” 

 

Charlie nodded, patted Orvel’s shoulder beside him, and smiled: 

 

“Anyway, you are familiar with Orvel.” 

 

“When you come to Aurous Hill in the future,” 

 

“Say hello to him in advance, and he will definitely treat you well.” 

 

Orvel smiled and said: 

 



“Yes, Mr. Routhchild, we are all family members,” 

 

“And you also have my contact information.” 

 

“Contact me in advance when you come to Aurous Hill in the future.” 

 

“Okay, okay! We are all family members,” 

 

“I will definitely contact Mr. Hong in advance!” 

 

Steve nodded repeatedly, with an uncontrollable smile on his face. 

 

He didn’t understand why, Orvel was obviously just a little brother beside Charlie, 

 

And in terms of worth, strength, and social status, 

 

He was more than a hundred thousand miles worse than himself. 

 

However, when Orvel said the words “family members”, 

 

He was actually somewhat moved and even a little flattered. 

 

So he immediately picked up the wine glass, 

 



Stood up, and said to Orvel: 

 

“Mr. Hong is right, we are all family members.” 

 

“Come on, Mr. Hong, I’ll toast you a glass!” 

 

Now it was Orvel’s turn to be flattered. 

 

He thought to himself, 

 

“Dmn, I followed Master Wade.” 

 

“This is really a great honor.” 

 

“Who would have thought that the second in command of the Routhchild family 

would actually toast me with a glass of wine?” 

 

“Next week is the anniversary of my short-lived father’s death.” 

 

“When I go to visit his grave if I tell him about this at the grave,” 

 

“He will jump out and point at my nose and scold me for bragging…” 

 

Steve saw Orvel sitting there grinning and not accepting his toast, 

 



So he quickly whispered, “Mr. Hong? Mr. Hong?” 


